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Getting Started 

*Open a sacred space* 

*Shuffle the cards* 

*Pull cards with your left hand* 

*Come in with a respectful mindset* 
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What is the tarot? 
The tarot is a tool.  
A tool you can use to navigate your life, your journey.  
You can use it to create a language with the universe and thus to have a more active role in your 
life - in understanding and navigating your unique path. It is believed to have originated initially as 
a game in Italy in the 1400’s. Back then there were only a few trump cards. Over time the tarot 
grew into something more serious, more magical. Now it is amazing to consider that for all this time 
people have been pouring their will and their consciousness into the different symbols of the cards.  

78 Cards: 
40 Minor Arcana cards 
16 Court Cards 
22 Trump/Major Arcana cards 

Minor Cards 
Four Elements: Disks - Earth 
   Cups - Water 
   Wands - Fire 
   Swords - Air 
 
Court Cards 
Family unit:                 youngest                                                 eldest  

              innocent                                        experienced 

   Daughter        Son           Mother           Father 

   Princess         Prince           Queen            King 

Court card elemental  
match: 
    Daughter Son Mother Father 
    
   Earth Fire Water Air 

Trumps 
The trump cards represent the entire journey of life from start to finish. Not only ours but of 
consciousness itself:  
   0 = FOOL card: Beginning of the journey 
   21 = THE WORLD card: End of the journey & accomplishment 

By understanding this, the world falls into place and we understand ourselves better. Trump cards 
are archetypal symbols. Symbols that everyone from any background or culture can understand 
e.g. everyone universally knows what the symbol of Death means.  

 



Basic Meanings  

Minor Cards 
Disks: Earth - slow moving, money, health 
Cups: Water - fluid, emotions, feelings 
Wands: Fire - will power, spirit, magic 
Swords: Air - swift, thoughts, ideas 

 

Number Basic Numerological Meaning

0 Opportunity, potential, everything, nothing 

1 First, unique, individual, start

2 Together, share, companion, choices

3 Creation, creativity, magic, birth

4 Foundation, secure, stability, boundaries

5 Change, action, freedom

6 Home, memories, childhood, belonging, balance

7 Unique, personal path, destiny, identity

8 Abundance, infinity, continuous

9 Ending, last, final, conclusion

10 Transition, ending of one time & beginning of another

Colour Chakra Basic Meaning

Red 1 Root Real, physical, passion, aggression, survival, blood

Orange 2 Sacral Communication, listening, feeling, muscles

Yellow 3 Solar plexus Will power, choice, action, bones

Green 4 Heart Love, nurture, air

Blue 5 Throat Truth, to speak

Idigo 6 Third eye Self, identity, psychic centre 

Violet 7 Crown Spirit



Court Cards 

  Male energy: Active  Female energy: passive (everyone has/uses both) 

 

DISKS King Landlord He rewards He knows his environment & what to do

Queen Gardener She cares She nutures, grows & receives

Prince Hunter He takes 
action

He is 100% focused on attaining a goal

Princess Nurse She heals She is planting seeds for the future

CUPS King Spiritual leader He loves He gives the ultimate act of love

Queen Artist She 
understands

She empathically sees what she feels & vice versa

Prince Romantic 
interest

He promises He follows his heart

Princess Therapist She listens Her wishes come true

WANDS King Politician He speaks 
up

He is proactive & invokes change

Queen Boss She creates She knows exactly what to do

Prince Sportsman/
musician

He erupts He goes for it & acts quickly

Princess Traveller/
adventurer

She explores She understands through action

SWORDS King Mathematician He thinks He makes intelligent plans

Queen Lawyer She cuts She knows the truth

Prince Author He imagines He makes it happen

Princess Student She learns She thinks of her environment 



Trump Cards 

 

0 FOOL Beginning of journey, opportunity, the plan before the action

1 MAGICIAN Taking action, having everything you need to act, oneself - the original

2 PRIESTESS The veil/ barrier to the unconscious, the unconscious, connection to the 
unconscious (tarot cards)

3 EMPRESS Mother, carer, creation, ultimate creator, nurturer 

4 EMPEROR Father, ruler, stability, rules, boundaries, stability

5 HIEROPHANT Society, societies rules, groups of people, laws, you in the world

6 LOVERS Perfect union, match between two souls, balance between the dark & light/
body & spirit

7 CHARIOT Purpose, will power, success after a challenge, ego

8 STRENGTH Something truly desired facing a fear & succeeding, courage

9 HERMIT Guide for the soul, the souls path, lighting the way

10 WHEEL Fortune, destiny, seasons, change for the better

11 JUSTICE Balance, karma, law

12 HANGED MAN Pause, wait, see things from a different perspective, initiation

13 DEATH Change that can never be undone, end, gone

14 ART Everything coming together, having all the ingredients to ‘bake the cake’

15 THE DEVIL Attachment, letting something else take control

16 TOWER A mask/old facade/baggage falling away, often drastically

17 STAR Pure, naked, true self

18 MOON What’s hidden, oneself on the inside/that which is not shown, emotions

19 SUN To shine, that which is revealed, to see, to shows

20 JUDGMENT The next era/aeon/stage, evolution, result of past efforts/actions

21 THE WORLD Everything that is not the self, accomplishment, completion



Readings 

Common spreads: 

Three cards: 

     1                2                3 

 
Past present Future: 

 Past          Present      Future 

 
Resolve a situation: 

                                  4 Likely result 
                                     of situation 

                                       

           2 What’s              1 Current         3 What’s not  
       helpful about it         situation            helpful 

                                 5 Advised action  
                                         to take 

 



Key points for interpreting your reading: 

• What numbers are most common? 
• Does a number progress to the next? E.g.First card is a FIVE second is a SIX 
• Does a card progress to the next? E.g.  FOOL then MAGICIAN 
• Are there dominant colours? 
• Are the people looking at each other or at something? 
• Does something capture your attention? 
• What story is being told? 
• Try read the cards one by one as a sentence 


